
Chapter 1 

 

 

It was as good a room as any, he supposed. Felix stood in the doorway with his rucksack in                    

his hand carving a distorted shadow into the off-yellow carpet. He looked about at the contents                

of the room. He had become well used to hotels like these. The language on the signs and the                   

things in the vending machine would change, but the format remained essentially the same: one               

small bed, a dresser, a bedside table with a clock radio and reading light, a bewilderingly                

solitary chair, and a smell apparently unique to that room, not to be found anywhere else in the                  

world. Despite the melancholy surroundings though, Felix was grinning from ear to ear, his eyes               

burning bright.  

 

He stepped into the room and set his bag at the end of the bed, swinging the door shut                    

behind him. He moved with purpose, as if every fiber of his body were in agreement with one                  

another. Kneeling down, he unzipped the bag and began to methodically empty the contents              

onto the bed. He pulled out three crisp, perfectly-folded shirts; two crisp pairs of trousers; a                

small toiletries bag with comb, toothbrush, toothpaste, and razor; three pairs of neatly-balled             

socks, three pairs of underwear; and a book titled “The Whistler”. He lay them all out in a row                   

and stood up. With the same methodical precision he picked up each pile and transferred it to                 

the dresser behind him, working through the pile one by one. He placed the book on the                 

bedside table and picked up the bag of toiletries, turning toward the bathroom.  

 

At that moment a silhouette passed by the window of the hotel room and Felix paused,                 

watching it go. His body was alert, not tense, but ready. The look in his eyes remained                 



unchanged, a determination that appeared to radiate from his pupils. Once the shadow had              

disappeared along the balcony he returned his attention to the room. The bathroom was behind               

him, a small cupboard of a room occupying the corner. It had been a long bus ride. He strode                   

over and pulled open the door. The light came on automatically and a small fan rattled into life                  

with a rhythmic squeak. Felix stepped into the tiny space and turned to look at himself in the                  

mirror. He had two days of stubble sketching the his jawline, and the bruise around his right eye                  

was still healing, although the swelling had gone down. It had been a trying few weeks for Felix,                  

or rather, it would have been a trying few weeks for anyone other than him.  

 

It had begun two weeks ago in Venice, after an altercation with an unpaid gondoliere caused                 

him to literally bump into the man he had been searching for. He wore a light shirt and chinos,                   

with a panama hat covering what was clearly a bald pate surrounded by a ring of greying hair,                  

and was accompanied by a woman a few years younger than him. The woman wore a flowing                 

sundress and a wide-brimmed hat, with large sunglasses covering her eyes. She was beautiful,              

but her skin gave her age away; a cluster of wrinkles at the edges of her mouth, and the                   

bronzed mottling of a life lived in the sun.  

 

Felix had been in Venice for some time, longer than he had been in any one place for years.                    

The trail had gone cold and he’d settled in to wait for it to surface again. He wasn’t at all                    

concerned that he’d lost it. It often took a little while to reappear, and there were far worse                  

places in the world one could wait in. It had been a while though, and Felix had started to run                    

out of money, which was the cause of the commotion. The irate gondoliere had shoved Felix                

after he had explained that, while he agreed that it was very unfortunate that he couldn’t pay                 

him, the gondoliere should take solace in the knowledge that he had served the greater good                



and was ultimately a part of something much bigger than himself. This had sent him stumbling                

backwards, directly into the path of the man in the panama hat and his companion.  

 

Felix apologised profusely from his new position on the cobblestones, frantically dusting off              

the trouser leg of the man in the hat. It was at this point that he glanced up and noticed the pin                      

perched on the man’s lapel. It was well polished, glinting in the Venetian sunlight. A falcon, with                 

the globe gripped in its talons, stared down at Felix. His heart leapt. He caught himself as a                  

face-splitting grin began to steal its way across his countenance, managing to turn it into the                

sheepish smile of a man seeking forgiveness.  

 

“Tradhtoj! Largohu nga une!”  

 

The man towered over Felix, his face reddening.  

 

“I’m dreadfully sorry” said Felix, still attempting to dust off the man’s shoes. 

 

The angry man’s companion held him by the arm and whispered something soothing in his                

ear. He seemed to settle a little, dusting off his jacket and giving a terse nod to the woman in the                     

glasses.  

 

“Idiot,” said the man, turning his attention back to Felix.  

 

With a final sneer, he stepped over him and set off across the piazza, the woman hurrying                  

after him. Felix sat there for a moment, wondering at the synchronicity of things. He let the                 



couple get a good few paces into the crowd gathered by the fountain before getting up and                 

giving pursuit.  

 

By the time Felix cleared the crowd, the couple was turning under an arch and down a narrow                   

alley. He slowed as they rounded the corner and then quickened his pace to close the distance,                 

slipping up to the corner at the entrance of the alley. Felix paused for a moment before peeking                  

around the corner. He was just in time to see the woman step into a small doorway, the man                   

holding the door open for her and glancing around. Felix ducked back and pressed his back to                 

the wall, listening to his own breath and the noise of the square around him.  

 

The faint click of a door closing drifted down to him. Felix darted back out and hurried down                   

the alley, counting his steps as he went. The buildings closed in as he progressed, narrowing to                 

a gap barely big enough for a person that ended with a canal. About halfway down he came to a                    

door that he was fairly certain was the same one the couple had entered. There were no                 

windows on either side, but other than that the door looked relatively nondescript. Like all doors                

in Venice it was beautiful, in a well-worn way, and it had a little letterbox and doorbell next to it                    

that looked like a startled robot. Number 36. Felix smiled to himself and turned back up the                 

alleyway, heading for the cafe across the piazza.  

 

He sat down in a chair with a good view of the entrance, at a table near some young                    

Venetians that were sat around a fountain. They looked as though they were from the nearby                

university, a mixture of retro-punk ripped jeans and flowing hippie dresses.  

 



A youth with a nose piercing and scruffy black hair was holding court, as a young girl with fire                    

in her eyes gesticulated in protest and shouted over him. The youth seemed unphased by her,                

continuing his diatribe with an air of smug superiority that was clearly visible to everyone in the                 

piazza, whether they could understand him or not. Felix couldn’t, but was momentarily             

transfixed nonetheless by what he supposed must be a very important exposition. He caught              

himself and his eyes darted back to the other side of the square, although he suspected they                 

may not emerge again for some time.  

 

“Buongiorno, cosa posso portati?” said the waiter, who had sidled up behind Felix and was now                

standing next to his table.  

 

“Oh, uh. Pardon me… scusami. Una caffe per favore.”  

 

The waiter gave Felix a disinterested look and said “I speak English.”  

 

“Oh, well then an espresso please, no sugar. Thank you.”  

 

The waiter left, with an air of apathy about him that suggested the coffee might be a while. Of                    

all the places Felix’s path had guided him to, dropped him in, or dragged him through, the                 

waiters in Italy had been by far the worst. Oh well, he thought to himself. He was in no rush. He                     

put his feet up on the chair across from him and settled in for the wait. 

 

It had been so many years and yet Felix’s faith had never wavered. Doubt had never crept                  

into his mind. He was prepared to wait as long as it took. This was because Felix was a man                    



with a purpose. In an increasingly meaningless world populated by the directionless and the              

profane, Felix knew exactly why he was here. Not since the crusades had there burned so fierce                 

a devotion as there burned in Felix. It had cost him everything, but he had sacrificed it all                  

without a second thought. He had been patient, as he searched for the path amongst the chaos,                 

and yet it was always there, ready to guide him onward, because Felix knew where he was                 

going.  


